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ABSTRACT In this paper, we develop a novel method to design the elements of an antenna array and
their feed weights simultaneously. The method is based on formulating the design problem as a non-
linear multi-objective optimization model that estimates the realized gain at certain angles as a function
of the element-level port signals and impedances, and the array-level weights for the elements. This enables
utilization of genetic algorithms to find optimal signals, impedances, and weights for given steering range
requirements. As an example, an array consisting of multi-port antenna elements is simulated and modeled
with its impedance and radiation matrices. These matrices are used in the calculation of realized gain with
the model. The model is then applied as part of the method to find as wide scanning range for the array
as possible. The antenna elements are designed such that the multi-port system can be reduced to a single
feed with physically realizable matching components and a matching network. The array designed with
the proposed method is also compared to a reference antenna array of the same size. Both the simulations
and measurements verify that the method can provide substantial improvements in the scanning range as
compared to the reference.

INDEX TERMS Antenna arrays, antenna radiation patterns, Pareto optimization methods, phased arrays.

I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna arrays have an increasing role in modern mobile
communication. Currently, 5G networks are being deployed
all around theworld. Especially, the phased array antennas are
an ideal option for implementing the wireless communication
for those networks [1] because of their versatile beamforming
capabilities. The beamforming capabilities of these antennas
should be designed to different goals, such as achieving a
pre-defined gain at certain angular range with low side lobe
levels. Thus, there is a need for systematic design methods
for those arrays.

One of the trends in the current antenna array research is
element-driven design [2]–[7] which aims to find a suitable
element for the antenna array. Common design goals for these
elements include wide impedance matching [2], [3], a wide
beam pattern [2]–[4], or a reconfigurable beam pattern [5] to
achieve wide matching and/or wide angle beam steering for
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the array. Typical for these design approaches is their iterative
nature which requires numerous and laborious electromag-
netic (EM) simulations. A single element is designed with
one set of EM-simulations after which another possible set of
EM-simulations is required to adjust the individual elements
to perform well as part of an array. One possible solution
for reducing required EM-simulations is to design the single
element as part of an infinite array [6], [7]. However, this
approach is mainly suitable for large arrays since the edge
effects of a finite array cannot be directly taken into account.
Furthermore, this approach also assumes a conventional array
feeding scheme where all the elements are fed with uniform
amplitudes and progressive phase shifts.

Another research trend concentrates on the array-driven
design [8]–[16] in which the goal is to optimize array-level
properties such as directivity, array pattern shape, and side-
lobe levels (SLL). There are numerous methods for opti-
mizing these properties. For example, methods to design
sub-arrays have been proposed [8], [9]. These methods first
divide array elements into groups, and then, they aim to find
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optimal groups, and array weights. There are also methods to
design the power pattern of an array by properly choosing the
array weights [10]–[12]. Furthermore methods for designing
sparse arrays exist, see e.g. [13], [14]. Generally, the goal of
sparse array designs is minimizing the number of elements
in an antenna array while maintaining some pre-defined
constraints such as reasonably low SLL. The trade-off of
these methods is that they rarely consider the antenna element
properties, such as physical dimensions, as design variables
although there are techniques to consider the mutual coupling
between elements and active element patterns in the array
optimization.

Several studies [10], [14], [15] incorporate the active ele-
ment patterns and mutual coupling as part of the optimization
process through EM-simulations. These approaches do not
take element-level variables into account but could possibly
be extended to do so. In [16], a semi-analytical method is pro-
posed to design the element factors of multi-port overlapped
sub-arrays based on a single active and multiple reactively
loaded passive waveguide elements. However, this method
assumes separable array and element patterns.

The aforementioned sub-array methods can be seen as
methods that utilize multi-port antenna elements as part
of the array. However, the current literature does not
offer generalized methods that can optimize the realized
gain for this kind of array from either simulated or mea-
sured scattering parameters and port-specific electric far
fields.

Motivated by this gap in the existing literature, we pro-
pose a novel method that enables the simultaneous design
of both the individual elements and the entire array. The
method is based on deriving a new non-linear multi-objective
optimization model for realized gain that is dependent on
element-level port signals and impedances, and array-level
weights.

To illustrate the use of the developed multi-objective opti-
mization model, we apply the method for a 3 × 3 array
consisting of multi-port elements. The multi-port element
is a four-port patch antenna that is shorted in the middle,
the structure being novel itself as well. The validity of the
method is verified by determining element-level port sig-
nals and impedances, and array-level element weights that
maximize the pre-defined goals in a certain angular range.
In this example, the goal is to achieve as wide gain cover-
age as possible. When the goal is achieved, the determined
port signals and impedances are realized with matching and
feeding networks, and reactive components to reduce the
elements into single-feed antennas in practice. The realized
array is manufactured and measured besides simulations.
This array is compared to a reference array of the same size.
The reference array consists of conventional patch antennas,
and it is also manufactured and measured. The simulation
and measurement results agree well with each other. The
array designed with proposed model achieves a much wider
coverage than the conventional array. The 3-dB coverage for
this array is around ±68◦.

FIGURE 1. a) An array consisting of N elements and M feeding ports
defined for a single objective Gk , and b) an example realization of a
two-element array consisting of four-port elements.

II. THEORY OF THE MODEL AND METHOD
The proposed method is a major extension to the earlier
works, where a multi-port antenna has been optimized in
terms of port currents while maximizing the radiation effi-
ciency [17], or the partial radiation efficiency in a certain
angular range [18]. The earlier work [18] has covered opti-
mization of single multi-port antennas and an array sepa-
rately, whereas in this paper, we aim to optimize both antenna
array and its multi-port antenna elements simultaneously.
We create a model for determining the realized gain at differ-
ent angles as a function of element-level port impedances and
signals, and array-level weights. As an example, the proposed
model is then used to find Pareto optimal solutions [19] by
means of multi-objective genetic algorithm optimization.

A. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
An antenna array consisting of multi-port elements is shown
in Fig.1a. In total, there are N elements and M feeding ports
in the array. Each port is characterized by element-level port
signal aelem,m and impedance Z0,m. A single element may
contain an arbitrary number of ports which is is illustrated
in Fig. 1a. The element indexes a, b, c, and d (1 < a < b <
c < d < M ) may be chosen arbitrarily. Thus for example,
element n has c − b + 1 ports according to the figure. Each
element is fed with an array-level weight wkarr,n to allow the
beam steering of the array to different angles. Here k denotes
index at which angle θk and φk realized gainGk is calculated.
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Fig. 1b demonstrates how the multi-port element signals and
impedances are achieved in practice.

Generally, the design of the system shown in Fig. 1 can
be considered as a multi-objective optimization problem.
In particular, using the realized gains at K different angles as
objective functions enables mathematically formulating the
problem as

v-max EG(Ex) = {G1(Ex1) · · ·Gk (Exk ) · · ·GK (ExK )}, (1)

where v-max denotes identifying values for the decision vari-
ables Ex that correspond to a Pareto optimal solution to the
vector-valued objective function EG. In this case,

Ex = {Ex1 . . . Exk . . . ExK }, (2)

where

Exk = {aelem,Z0,wkarr}. (3)

In (3), vectors aelem, Z0, and wkarr contain the element-level
port signals aelem,m and impedances Z0,m, and the array-level
weights wkarr,n, respectively. The variables aelem and Z0 are
shared among all the Exk denoting that a single element port
is characterized by two decision variables. Each objective
Gk (Exk ) is fulfilled with a unique set of array weights meaning
that each objective adds as many decision variables as there
are elements. Thus, the total number of decision variables for
M feeding ports, N elements, and K objectives is 2M + NK .
Note that generally there does not exist feasible solution
Ex that would maximize all the objective functions simultane-
ously. Hence, multi-objective optimization algorithms seek to
identify Pareto optimal solutions: a feasible solution is Pareto
optimal if no other feasible solution yields a better or equal
value in all objective functions and strictly better at least in
one objective function [19].

B. MODEL FOR REALIZED GAIN IN THE GENERAL CASE
The realized gain can be calculated as a function of
the element-level port signals and impedances, and the
array-level weights as follows. The definition of the realized
gain at a single angle θ = θk and φ = φk is

Gk (Exk ) =
1
2η |
EF(Exk )|2

1
4π Pin(Exk )

, (4)

where η is the free-space impedance, Fθk ,φk (Exk ) is the electric
far field at a single angle, and Pin(Exk ) is the total input power
of the array.

Generally, the total input power can be calculated as

Pin =
1
2
aHa, (5)

where H denotes the Hermitian transpose, and a is a column
vector of length M containing the port signals am. Follow-
ing [18], vector a is defined as

a =
1
2
F(U + ZPI) =

1
2
F(ZA + ZP)I = BI, (6)

where vector I contains the port currents im, ZA is the
multi-port antenna impedance matrix with a size of M ×
M , and F and ZP are diagonal matrices of the same
size. The diagonal elements of these matrices are Fmm =(√

Re{Z0,m}
)−1

and ZP,mm = Z0,m, respectively.
The squared absolute value of the far field can be computed

in terms of port currents as

|EFθk ,φk |
2
= IRk

radI, (7)

where Rk
rad is the radiation matrix and has a size of M ×M .

The elements of the radiation matrix are defined as

(Rk
rad)ij = EK

∗

i (θk , φk ) · EK j(θk , φk ), (8)

where EK l(θk , φk ) gives the relation between the far field
at angle θk and φk and the current il at port l. For more
information on vector EK l(θk , φk ), see [20]. Note that variants
of the radiation matrix are also shown in [17], [18].

The previous equations lack information on how the cur-
rent vector I depends on the element-level port signals aelem,
and the element weights wkarr on the array level. We can
rewrite a in (6) as

a = Aelemwkarr, (9)

wherewkarr is a column vector of lengthN containing the array
weights wkarr,n, and Aelem is a matrix of size M × N with M
non-zero elements. The remaining elements have zero values.
The non-zero elements are defined such that Aelem,mn =
aelem,m, where port m belongs to element n. For example
according to Fig. 1a, Aelem,11 = aelem,1, Aelem,a1 = aelem,a,
and Aelem,dN = aelem,d .

Setting (9) equal to (6) yields

I = (B)−1Aelemwkarr = Celemwkarr, (10)

which allows to express the gain as

Gk =
4π
η

(
wkarr

)H
(Celem)

H RradCelemwkarr(
wkarr

)H
(Aelem)

H Aelemwkarr
. (11)

This equation shows that the gain is dependent on the
element-level port signals aelem,m and impedances Z0,m, and
the array weights wkarr,n. Note that the realized gain has the
form of a Rayleigh quotient, and the array weights maximiz-
ing the gain can be solved from a general eigenvalue problem
provided that the element-level port signals and impedances
are determined before the calculation. Thus, this formulation
allows the number of optimization variables to be indepen-
dent on the number of objectives.

C. MODEL FOR REALIZED GAIN WHEN A FIXED NUMBER
OF PORTS ARE FED
The earlier definition of the realized gain assumes that all
the ports are fed. In some cases, it may be beneficial that
some of the ports are loaded reactively. This requires changes
in the antenna impedance and the radiation matrix. The size
of these matrices is reduced to correspond to the number of
feeding ports. Fig. 2a shows the schematic presentation of
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FIGURE 2. (a) Circuit schematic of a multi-port antenna array where some
port are active and others are passive. (b) A possible realization of a
two-element array, with two active ports in each element.

a situation where some ports of the multi-port antenna are
fed. The remaining ports are loaded with matching elements.
A possible realization is shown in Fig. 2b when two element
ports are fed.

The multi-port antenna is characterized by its antenna
impedance matrix ZA, whereas the matching elements are
accounted for in the matching matrix ZM. The matching
matrix is a diagonal matrix in which each diagonal element
gives the impedance of the matching element at the cor-
responding port. The currents at the antenna ports can be
divided into two categories: feeding (I feed) and matching
(Imatch) currents. The goal is to find the relation between the
feeding voltages (U feed) and currents (I feed) while making the
relation independent of the matching currents. The relation is
dependent on the matching elements though.

The aforementioned relation can be found by first par-
titioning the antenna impedance matrix into sub-matrices
according to the feeding and matching ports:[

U feed
Umatch

]
=

[
ZA,11 ZA,12
ZA,21 ZA,22

] [
I feed
Imatch

]
, (12)

where for example ZA,12 = ZA(mfeed,mmatch) gives the
relation between U feed and Imatch. Here mfeed and mmatch
are vectors containing the port indices of the feeding and
matching ports, respectively. Note that a similar partition has
been used in [21] although for a different purpose.

We can divide (12) into two equations:

U feed = ZA,11I feed + ZA,12Imatch (13)

and

Umatch = ZA,21I feed + ZA,22Imatch. (14)

The latter can be used in solving the relation between Imatch
and I feed, and applying the fact that

Umatch = −ZMImatch, (15)

where theminus sign comes as the result of the chosen current
direction. When (15) is combined with (14) we obtain

Imatch = −(ZM + ZA,22)−1ZA,21I feed = DI feed. (16)

Applying (16) in (13) yields

U feed = (ZA,11 + ZA,12D)I feed = ZA,rI feed. (17)

This changes matrix B in (6), and it becomes

Br =
1
2
Fr(ZA,r + ZP,r), (18)

and now matrix Celem in (10) is

Celem,r = (Br)−1Aelem,r. (19)

Radiation matrix can also be partitioned in a similar way

Rk
rad =

[
Rk
rad,11 Rk

rad,12

Rk
rad,21 Rk

rad,22

]
, (20)

and we can write for the currents that[
I feed
Imatch

]
=

[
Iid
D

] [
I feed

]
, (21)

where Iid is an identity matrix having the same size as D.
Applying (20) and (21) in (7) yields∣∣∣EFθk ,φk ∣∣∣2 = IHfeedR

k
rad,rI feed, (22)

where Rk
rad,r is the reduced radiation matrix

Rk
rad,r =

[
Iid
D

]H [Rk
rad,11 Rk

rad,12

Rk
rad,21 Rk

rad,22

][
Iid
D

]
. (23)

The expression for gain in the case of aperture matched
components is

Gk =
4π
η

(
wkarr,r

)H (Celem,r
)H Rk

rad,rCelem,rwkarr,r(
wkarr,r

)H (Aelem,r
)H Aelem,rwkarr,r

. (24)

When the single element has only one feed and the other
ports are loaded with lumped elements for example, then
the equation for realized gain in the earlier section becomes
significantly simpler. As there is one feed per element, there
is no need to separate element-level signals and array-level
weights. It is sufficient to account for only the element-level
port signals.

Since there is no need to consider the element-level
weights, matrix Ck

elem,r can be replaced with matrix (Br)−1,
and thus the realized gain in this special case is

Gk =
4π
η

(akfeed)
H((Br)−1)HR̃k

rad,r(Br)−1akfeed
(akfeed)

Hakfeed
. (25)
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D. EXTENSIONS TO THE MODEL
Above we have formulated our model with multiple objec-
tives, each capturing the gain at a specific angle. However,
the model can be extended to other types of problems as well.
For example, the model can be used for a single-objective
problem where the goal is maximizing the minimum of the
realized gain at a certain angular range with or without side-
lobe level constraints.

Although we do not consider the sidelobe levels for sim-
plicity, there is no reason why the sidelobe levels could not
be taken into account. Since the gain can be computed for
a single angle it is straightforward to calculate those gain
patterns that are required for the determination of the sidelobe
levels.

The model is also applicable for determining the feed-
ing network structures for sub-arrays provided that the
sub-arrays have been simulated for scattering parameters
and port-specific electric fields. Although we formulated the
model for multi-port antenna elements, the model can be
applied to arrays with single feed elements. Specifically with
slight modifications, the model could also take into account
the matching networks at the feeding ports as well. Further-
more, the model can be applied in antenna arrays where the
elements are reconfigurable.

E. MODEL AS PART OF THE METHOD
Since the above models for gain can be defined to be depen-
dent on element- and array-level variables, it is possible to
optimize both the element and array at the same time. Thus,
we utilize this model according to Fig. 3 showing the gener-
alized design flow of the method.

The first step in the method is to decide the minimum
requirement for the gain at different steering angles of the
array. Then, a set of objective gains at different angles are cho-
sen depending on the gain requirements. The next step in the
method is choosing a multi-port antenna element and an array
configuration. The array is simulated to obtain port-specific
electric fields and antenna impedance parameters.

These fields and parameters are then exported into an
optimizer to to define the objective gains in terms of the
element-level port signals and impedances, and the array
level weights (decision variables) with the proposed model.
Next, the optimizer performs a multi-objective optimization
for the chosen objective set. Since the number of decision
variables and objectives might be large, and the problem is
non-linear (i.e., the gains are non-linear functions of element
port signals and impedances, and array weights), a genetic
algorithm (GA) producing the Pareto optimal solutions for
the objectives is a viable choice.

Generally, Pareto optimality means that no objective can
be improved without degrading another [19]. Thus in this
work, Pareto optimality means that gain at one angle can-
not be increased without decreasing the gain at another
angle. Producing Pareto optimal solutions can be valuable in
antenna array design since the designer obtains information

FIGURE 3. A diagram of the design flow of the proposed method.

on the trade-offs between different objectives. For example,
the designer can choose how much broadside gain is traded
for wider beam scanning range. Furthermore, the solutions
in the Pareto front can be used as initial points for further
optimization. If some Pareto optimal solutions satisfy the
minimum gain requirements and are practically realizable,
the best solution among those solutions is chosen to be
manufactured. When there are no feasible solutions, then
the antenna element or the array is adjusted, and another
EM-simulation is required.

F. ADVANTAGES OVER CONVENTIONAL DESIGN
METHODS
The conventional methods aim to design an antenna element
with proper radiation properties such as a wide angle pattern,
and then utilize it in an antenna array with progressive phase
shifts. Thus, the design of a single element and the array
weights are separate processes. Our model allows simultane-
ous tailoring of both the element and array patterns which
gives a remarkable benefit compared to the conventional
methods.

Apart from reconfigurable antenna elements, the
conventional methods rely heavily on EM-simulations in
achieving optimal element patterns, whereas the method
developed here can also tailor the single element pattern
through the optimization of the element-level signals and
port impedances. Thus, the proposed method requires less
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structural optimization. Ideally, a single EM-simulation is
required with the proposed method.

Furthermore, our proposed model enables the design of
unique antenna elements only by changing the feeding struc-
ture while in the conventional design, this would require
physical changes in the antenna structure. Thus in our case,
the corner elements can more easily be designed to obtain the
best possible operation for the array.

III. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL IN AN EXAMPLE CASE
In this part, we show how an antenna array consisting of
multi-port antenna elements can be optimized with the pro-
posedmethod.We choose a single antenna array consisting of
3×3multi-port elements. Although the elements are identical
in the design example, the optimization allows the elements
to be different. The chosen antenna array is optimized with
different gain objective sets to demonstrate the method.

A. CHOSEN ANTENNA STRUCTURE
The chosen multi-port antenna element and the array are
shown in Fig. 4. The element is designed to operate at
2.5GHz. The substrate structure and the via types used for
the elements are shown in Fig. 4a, and it consists of two
Rogers RO4350B slabs and two Rogers 4450F slabs having
thicknesses of 0.762mm and 0.101mm, respectively. In total,
there are three layers (antenna, ground, feeding) of copper.

All the elements in the array are identical and, Fig. 4b
shows the antenna layer of element one. It consists of a 40mm
by 40mm square metal patch backed by a uniform metal
sheet (ground layer) separated by distance of 0.964mm. The
metal patch is connected to the ground layer with several
shorting vias (d = 0.95mm) arranged in a square shape
in the middle. The side length of the grounding is varied
to control the resonance frequency of the element, and is
set to 16.6mm. The metal patch is connected to the signal
layer with feeding vias (d = 0.50mm) from each corner.
The signal layer is shown in Fig. 4c, and the feeding vias
connect to 50 -� microstrip lines. At this stage of the design
process, the microstrip lines are fed with waveguide ports in
the electromagnetic simulator. Effectively, the element can
be seen consisting of four planar-inverted F-antennas (PIFA)
sharing a direct galvanic connection.

The whole array shown in Fig. 4d is arranged into 3× 3
configuration with element spacing being 0.375λ (45mm)
at 2.5GHz. This element spacing was chosen to maintain
relatively low sidelobe levels without setting them as objec-
tives. Figure also shows how different elements, and their
ports are numbered. The starting port number of element n
is 4(n− 1)+ 1.

B. PARETO OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS FOR DIFFERENT
OBJECTIVE SETS
We first perform an electromagnetic simulation for the array
structure described in the earlier section to obtain Pareto
optimal solutions for a few different objective sets. The whole
array structure consisting of 4 · 9 = 36 ports is simulated

FIGURE 4. The physical structure of the design example. (a) The general
cross-section of substrate structure showing the different vias used in the
example. (b) Antenna and (c) feeding layer of element one. (d) The array
configuration shows the overall dimensions, and element and port
numbers. The dimensions are in millimeters.

in CST Studio Suite. The CST gives port-specific electric
far fields and impedance parameters which are then exported
for the optimizer to be used in the calculation of objective
gains. The optimizer is constructed in MATLAB by applying
readily implemented multi-objective genetic algorithm func-
tion (multiobjga) available through the Global Optimization
Toolbox. The objective functions (gains) required by themul-
tiobjga are implemented in MATLAB with the gain model
discussed in the earlier section. When the objective functions
have been constructed, the Pareto solutions of the objectives
may be produced in MATLAB.
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FIGURE 5. The maximum and minimum realized gain (blue bar) for
different objectives and objective sets among Pareto points, and an
example solution (orange cross).

In order to reduce the number of variables, we constrain
ourselves to a situation where each element is identical in
terms of port impedances and element-level signals. Thus, the
number of element-level variables reduce to 2 · 4 = 8 instead
of 2 ·4 ·9 = 72. We also use (11) for calculating the objective
gain which allows the calculation of array weights with the
help of Rayleigh quotient when no constraints are set. Thus,
the number of variables optimized with the genetic algorithm
can be made independent of the number of objectives, and
this results in just eight element-level variables.

The Pareto solutions are studied for the aforementioned
array and for four different objective sets. The objective sets
include different number of objectives. Fig. 5 shows these
objective sets and the maximum and minimum realized gain
for each objective among the Pareto solutions. The figure also
shows an optimized example of a single Pareto solution. This
example is the result of a trade-off optimization based on
the maximum values of the objectives residing on the Pareto
front.

Objective sets 1–3 include three different θ angles (0◦,
36◦ and 72◦). The difference between the sets is the range
of φ angles. Set 1 has a full φ range with resolution being
90 degrees, while set 2 is limited the same way as a linear
array. Set 3 is even more limited, and set 4 is limited to a
single objective, which is the realized gain in the broadside
direction.

Fig. 5 clearly indicates that the more the objective set is
constrained the better the realized gain. For example in set 1,
the realized gain varies between 7.4 dBi and 10.0 dBi, and in
set 3 the gain is 9.2 dBi at minimum and denotes an increase
of 1.8 dBi. Sets 1–3 also show that a wide angle scanning
can be achieved in all the cases since the differences in the
realized gains are within 3 dB. Thus, all the sets achieve
at least scanning range from 0◦ to 72◦ which is a major

TABLE 1. Element level port feeding signals and impedances for
optimized 3 × 3 array with different objective sets.

improvement when compared to a conventional patch antenna
array that can approximately achieve a 3-dB scanning range
of θ = 0◦ − 50◦ at most.
Although the results are very different for sets 1–3, the

port feeding scheme shown in Table 1 is similar. In all the
cases, the optimization has found a solution favoring a single
port excitation. For example in case 2, the feeding signal
amplitude is signifigantly larger in port 1 than in ports 2–4
denoting that those ports are effectively passive. In sets 1–3,
the feeding port impedance can easily be matched, and the
passive ports can be replaced with inductors or capacitors.
A larger difference is seen, when set 4 is compared to the
other sets. In set 4, two ports with a realizable port impedance
are fed with an equal amplitude, and the two other ports can
be replaced with a short or a capacitor.

The results for these objectives should be viewed critically
since the angle resolution is low. Thus, the objective sets
might find solutions that give a low performance defined at
angles outside the objectives. This issue is carefully addressed
in the following section.

C. REALIZATION
The previous section showed that the chosen element can
be optimized for different objectives by only changing the
feeding signal values and the port impedances without affect-
ing the physical structure. However, the chosen objective sets
are coarse in terms of angle samples. Thus, the number of
objectives is increased.We choose to realize themost difficult
case in our opinion which is the objective set 1. To avoid
low performance in angles not captured by the objectives,
we optimize the realized gain with 9◦ steps for both θ and
φ angles.
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TABLE 2. Port impedances of a single element for the optimized
3 × 3 array with different objective sets.

FIGURE 6. Matching network for realizing the required port impedances.

Since the results in the earlier section indicate that a
single-feed element is preferable, we use these elements. This
allows even faster optimization process since (25) is used for
the calculation of the realized gain. Thus, the variables to
optimize include the feeding port impedance and the non-fed
port reactances. Furthermore, every element is considered
identical as well. Note that the optimization with multiple
feeding ports is possible but the optimization is a trade-off
between the angle resolution and the time taken to optimize.

After the optimization, the realized gain varies between
7.4 dBi and 10.6 dBi in the angular range. The minimum gain
remains the same as for the coarser angular range. However,
the upper limit is 0.6 dB higher. The port impedances of
single elements are shown in Table 2. The table shows that the
reactive element values for ports 2–4 are j19.8�, −j45.0�,
and j16.5�, respectively. The feeding port impedance should
be (16.9 + j77.8)�. In ports 2–4, the reactive elements are
realized with open ended or shorted microstrip line sections.
A matching network is used to transform the required feed-
ing port impedance to the 50-� input impedance being the
impedance of the surface-mount SMA connector. The physi-
cal structure, the matching network, and the reactive elements
are shown in Fig. 6 with their dimensions.

IV. RESULTS
We use a conventional patch antenna array as the reference,
and its dimensions are shown in Fig. 7. The substrate structure
is the same as for the proposed array. The patch antenna is
designed to operate at 2.5GHz and the array spacing is 45mm
as well.

A. SIMULATED RESULTS
Both the proposed and reference arrays were simulated and
designed with CST Studio Suite. The results that are shown

FIGURE 7. Antenna and signal layer of the reference antenna element.

FIGURE 8. The simulated maximized realized gain of (a) the reference
and (b) the proposed arrays, and (c) the difference in the realized gains at
different angles at 2.5 GHz. The dotted and dashed lines show the 3dB
scanning range of the reference and the proposed arrays, respectively.

have been processed in MATLAB. Fig. 8 shows the maxi-
mized realized gain at different angles for both the design
example and the reference. We can see that the trade-off in
increasing the scanning range is the reduction of the real-
ized gain at small scanning angles. However, the benefits
outweigh this reduction since the realized gain of the design
example is even 3 dB better at large scanning angles than for
the reference. The proposed array achieves a 3-dB scanning
range of 68◦ which is 18◦ larger than that of the proposed
array.

One reason for the flatter gain response for the proposed
array can be seen in Fig. 9 showing the radiation efficiencies
of both the arrays at different angles when the realized gain
is maximized. The proposed design has a flatter radiation
efficiency over the scanning range, and at angles where the
reference array has dips, the radiation efficiency is improved
by over 0.5 dB.

The other reason for the flatter gain is that the match-
ing of the proposed array favors larger steering angles. The
total active reflection coefficient (TARC) at different steering
angles is shown in Fig. 10. TARC is a measure of the overall
matching when all the feeding ports are taken into account.
For an N -element array it is defined as [22]

TARC =

√
aHSHSa
aHa

, (26)
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FIGURE 9. The simulated radiation efficiency of (a) the reference and
(b) the proposed arrays, and (c) the difference in the efficiencies at
different angles at 2.5 GHz.

FIGURE 10. The simulated total active reflection coefficient of (a) the
reference and (b) the proposed arrays, and (c) the difference of the
reflection coefficients at different angles at 2.5 GHz.

where S is the array scattering matrix of size N × N , and
a is column vector containing the array weights. At over
50 degree angles, TARC is below −11 dB which is less than
at the broadside where the TARC is above −8 dB. When
compared to the reference case, we can see that the TARC
of the proposed array outperforms the reference at larger
steering angles.

B. MEASUREMENTS
The fabricated reference and proposed antenna arrays are
shown in Fig. 11. The measurements of the far fields were
carried out in Aalto University facilities using MVG Star-
Lab 6-GHz equipment. The fields have been measured at
2.519GHz due to the frequency shift of both designs. Fig. 12
shows the simulated and measured S-parameters of both

FIGURE 11. Manufactured (a),(c) reference and (b),(d) proposed antenna
array.

FIGURE 12. The simulated and measured S-parameters of the
manufactured antenna arrays.

arrays, and the shift is clearly visible from the figure. The
error in the resonant frequency is less than 1 %. Since the
same frequency shift is observable in both designs, the most
probable reason for this shift is that the fabricated arrays have
a lower permittivity than what was used in the simulations.
The error in the permittivity is within the tolerance given by
the manufacturer.

The measurement results for the optimized realized gains
are shown in Fig. 13c. The measurement results were
obtained by combining the measured individual field patterns
in MATLAB by weighting each field with the same array
weights as in the simulations. Themeasured results agreewell
with their simulated counterparts. The 3-dB scanning ranges
are exactly the same as in the simulations.

The measured TARCs are shown in Fig 14. The array
scattering parameters were measured at 2.519GHz, and the
TARCs have also been calculated with the same array weights
as in the simulations. The measured TARCs also agree well
with their simulated counterparts.
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FIGURE 13. The measured maximized realized gain of (a) the reference
and (b) the proposed arrays, and (c) the difference in the realized gains at
different angles at 2.519 GHz. The dotted and dashed lines show the 3dB
scanning range of the reference and the proposed arrays, respectively.

FIGURE 14. The measured total active reflection coefficient of (a) the
reference and (b) the proposed arrays, and (c) the difference of the
reflection coefficients at different angles at 2.519 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a method to simultaneously
optimize an array consisting of multi-port antenna elements
in terms of the realized gain in a given angular range.
The method utilizes a non-linear multi-objective model that
enables defining realized gain at certain angular points in
terms of element-level port signals and impedances, and
array-level weights. The method finds Pareto optimal solu-
tions which are studied to choose the best realizable option
for the given angular range. The validity of the method was
verified with a practical design example that was compared
to a reference patch antenna array of the same size. Both
the simulation and measurement results show that the design
example outperforms the reference array since the scanning
range is increased from 50◦ to 68◦.

The design example showed that the method is a promis-
ing alternative to conventional design methods. The method
ideally requires a single EM-simulation instead of multiple
iterations since the element-level variables allow flexible
design of the elements without changing the physical struc-
ture. Furthermore, the proposed method is major extension
to the existing methods for arrays composed of multi-port
antenna elements/subarrays since the proposed method can
separate element- and array-level excitations thus truly allow-
ing simultaneous design of an array and its elements.
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